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Part I
Introduction
In the paper [DLS13], De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi introduce a method for
constructing periodic weak solutions to the incompressible Euler equations{
∂tv + div v ⊗ v +∇p = 0
div v = 0
(1)
in three spatial dimensions that are continuous but do not conserve energy.
The motivation for constructing such solutions comes from a conjecture
of Lars Onsager [Ons49] on the theory of turbulence in an ideal fluid. In
the modern language of PDE, Onsager’s conjecture can be translated as
follows.
Conjecture (Onsager (1949)).
1. Weak solutions to the incompressible Euler equations that obey a
Ho¨lder estimate
|v(t, x+ y)− v(t, x)| ≤ C|y|α
for some α > 1/3 must conserve energy.
2. Furthermore, for any α < 1/3, there exist weak solutions to the Euler
equations that belong to Cα and fail to conserve energy.
Onsager’s conjecture can be appreciated in the context of the theory
of turbulence famously proposed by Kolmogorov [Kol41] in 1941. One key
postulate of Kolmogorov’s theory is an anomalous dissipation of energy for
solutions of the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations{
∂tv + div v ⊗ v +∇p = ν∆v
div v = 0
(2)
in the low viscosity regime ν → 0 (or, more precisely, at high Reynolds
number). One formulation of anomalous dissipation is that a sequence of
solutions vν to the three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations with the same
initial data vν(0, x) = v(0, x) may have energy functions eν(t) =
1
2
∫ |vν |2dx
that do not converge to a constant function of time as ν → 0, but rather
may possess some energy dissipation independent of the viscosity param-
eter. Kolmogorov’s theory proposes that the phenomenon of anomalous
dissipation is generic in a statistical sense for ensembles of solutions to the
Navier-Stokes equations at low viscosity. The limiting energy dissipation
rate is one of the main quantities that are proposed to govern the statistical
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properties of turbulent flows in Kolmogorov’s theory. We refer to [Fri95]
for a more detailed account.
Onsager proposed that one may be able to observe anomalous dissipa-
tion of energy even in the absence of viscosity in the context of the Euler
equations (the case ν = 0 of Navier-Stokes), but pointed out that only low
regularity solutions to the Euler equations can exhibit turbulent behavior
since smooth solutions must conserve energy. By studying the interactions
between different frequency components of the solution that arise from the
nonlinearity, Onsager proposed that anomalous dissipation could be ex-
plained in terms of a transfer of energy from coarser to smaller scales, and
deduced that the exponent 1/3 should be critical for energy conservation.
His notion of solution was based on a Fourier series representation, but it
can be shown to be equivalent to the modern notion of a weak solution. A
review of his computations can be found in the note [DLSa].
It is known that solutions to the incompressible Euler equations with
Ho¨lder regularity greater than 1/3 conserve energy in any dimension, so part
(2) of Onsager’s conjecture has been settled. A short proof of this statement
was presented in [CET94] after a slightly weaker result was established in a
series of papers by Eyink [Eyi94] following Onsager’s original computations.
We provide a proof in the Appendix Section (A) for the interested reader.
More precise results, as well as a discussion of what “Onsager critical”
function space could best be used to model ideal turbulence, can be found
in [Shv10]. In recent years, substantial progress has also been made toward
constructing dissipative solutions with Ho¨lder regularity less than 1/3.
The first proof that weak solutions to the Euler equation need not con-
serve energy came in a groundbreaking paper of Scheffer [Sch93], in which
he produced weak solutions to the Euler equations with compact support
in space and time belonging to the class L2(R2 × R). Following Scheffer’s
discovery, in [Shn97], Shnirelman found a simpler construction of weak so-
lutions in the class L2(T2 ×R) with compact support in time. Shnirelman
later in [Shn00] produced weak solutions in the class L∞t L
2
x(R×T3) which
dissipate energy using the concept of a generalized flow introduced by Y.
Brenier.
In the breakthrough paper [DLS09], De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi were able
to construct weak solutions in the class L∞(Rn × R) for any n ≥ 2. In a
subsequent paper [DLS10], they were also able to produce solutions belong-
ing to the energy space CtL
2
x, and their main theorem demonstrates that
the energy density of these weak solutions, 12 |v|2(t, x), can be set equal to
essentially any prescribed non-negative, continuous function e(t, x). These
breakthroughs led to new results concerning weak solutions to several equa-
tions of fluid dynamics, which are surveyed in [DLSb], and also demon-
strated that many entropy criteria one might propose are unable to recover
uniqueness of solutions in the energy class. The constructions are per-
formed through a technique known as convex integration, which originated
in the work of Nash on C1 isometric embeddings [Nas54] and was extended
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by Gromov to become a tool for establishing the h-principle in many other
applications to topology and geometry (see [Gro86]). For the background
of the reader, we review the history and main ideas of this technique. We
then summarize the newer developments made in the context of the Euler
equations, and the contributions of this monograph.
The Technique of Convex Integration
When solving differential equations, the essence of the convex integra-
tion procedure, beginning with the work of Nash, is to first formulate a
notion of “subsolution” to the equation one is trying to solve, and then to
show that any given subsolution can be altered by adding a sequence of
highly oscillatory corrections in such a way that a solution is achieved in
the limit. For isometric embeddings of, say, u : S2 → R3, Nash’s notion of
a subsolution is that of a short map, that is, a smooth map u0 : S
2 → R3
such that the pullback of the Euclidean metric DuTDu is pointwise less
than or equal to the metric on the sphere as a quadratic form; equivalently,
a short map is one for which the arclength of u(γ) is less than the arclength
of γ for any curve γ on S2. For example, rescaling the standard sphere into
a smaller ball is a short map. Clearly, any map which can be uniformly
approximated by isometric embeddings will be a short map. To obtain
an isometric embedding approximating an initial short map u0, one adds
a sequence of oscillatory corrections to u0 which can be chosen arbitrarily
smaller and smaller in the C0 norm, but which still make significant changes
in the derivative Du. Iteratively adding such oscillations, one obtains a se-
quence of short maps converging in C1 to an isometric embedding in the
limit1. On the other hand, the C2 norms of these corrections grow without
bound, and the embedding obtained by this procedure cannot be C2, as
C2 isometric embeddings of S2 ↪→ R3 are unique up to a rigid motion. We
refer to [CDLS12b] for more regarding the h-principle for low regularity
isometric embeddings.
In fact, there is a very useful analogy between the isometric embedding
problem and the Euler equations where the velocity field v plays a role anal-
ogous to the derivative Du of the embedding. Most of the analogies extend
from the fact that the nonlinearities v⊗v and DuDuT for the two equations
are both symmetric, quadratic, and non-negative in the appropriate sense.
This analogy was first discussed by De Lellis, Sze´kelyhidi and Conti in their
work [CDLS12b] on proving the h-principle for C1,α isometric embeddings.
See [DLSb] for further discussion.
The version of convex integration employed in [DLS09, DLS10] for the
Euler equations is very different from the original version of convex inte-
gration applied to the isometric embedding problem by Nash and extended
1Actually the “spiral” corrections used in Nash’s original argument would require
that the u map into a higher dimensional space such as R4, but shortly after Nash’s
paper, Kuiper was able to design corrections which can achieve the same goal in the
codimension 1 case.
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in [CDLS12b]. It is based on an extension of the convex integration scheme
used by Mu¨ller and Sˇvera´k [MSˇ56, KMSˇ03] to construct solutions to dif-
ferential inclusions ∇u ∈ R that are only Lipschitz (i.e., ∇u ∈ L∞), rather
than C1 (i.e., ∇u ∈ C0). As originally explained by Kirchheim [Kir03],
this “weak” version of convex integration for Lipschitz maps can be imple-
mented in an elegant and simple manner through Baire category arguments,
or by an “explicit” iteration that is basically equivalent to the proof of the
Baire category theorem.
The weak version of convex integration is unable to produce continuous
solutions to the Euler equations. Rather, the solutions produced by De
Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi in [DLS10] generically have no better regularity than
the generic vector field of prescribed energy density |v|
2
2 (t, x) = e(t, x) when
the set of such vector fields is equipped with a weak topology (for instance,
the L∞ weak-∗ topology or the topology CtH−1x ; the latter space has the
advantage of ensuring that solutions belong to the energy space CtL
2
x).
The fundamental obstruction to achieving continuous weak solutions by
this variant of convex integration is that even though one can choose the
frequencies of the oscillatory corrections so large that the corrections may
be arbitrarily small in a weak topology, these corrections are still required
to have a certain size in a strong topology (C0 for Euler) in order for
any noticeable progress towards achieving a solution to be measured. The
many solutions obtained by this construction are connected to Gromov’s
h-principle in that one actually shows that the subsolutions used to perform
the construction can be approximated (in a weak topology) by solutions,
and that the solutions generated by the process exhibit a huge amount of
flexibility despite solving the equation.
New Developments
Recently in [DLS13], De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi have made another out-
standing breakthrough by constructing continuous weak solutions to the
Euler equation on a periodic domain R × (R/Z)n (n = 3) whose energy∫
Tn
|v|2
2 (t, x)dx can be any smooth function e : R → R>0 that is bounded
below by a strictly positive constant. In particular, these solutions may
dissipate energy. They also achieved the same result in n = 2 spatial di-
mensions in the preprint [CDLS12a] with A. Choffrut.
Following their construction of continuous solutions and building on the
methods in [CDLS12b], they extended their method in the paper [DLS14] to
construct weak solutions to the Euler equations on R×(R/Z)3 with velocity
in the Ho¨lder space C
1/10−
t,x and having any prescribed energy obeying the
same restrictions as in the continuous case. This result was generalized
to the case of two spatial dimensions with the same Ho¨lder exponent of
1/10−  by A. Choffrut in [Cho13]. The paper [Cho13] also contains more
detailed results describing the flexibility of the family of solutions produced
by the method.
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The convex integration scheme used in these recent results more directly
resembles the original scheme used by Nash to construct C1 isometric em-
beddings, and it also bears more resemblance to the argument of Shnirelman
in [Shn97] than does the argument in [DLS09]. To achieve their results, De
Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi have introduced several important, new ideas which
represent dramatic changes in the point of view of the convex integration
scheme. Although these ideas cannot be summarized at this stage of the
introduction, we will refer to them as the analogous aspects arise in the
present book, and we urge the reader to study their papers. For now we
mention three new aspects:
• They introduce an (underdetermined) system of PDEs called the
“Euler-Reynolds equations,” which form the correct space of “sub-
solutions” in which to perform the convex integration procedure.
• They identify the two main error terms in the construction, which
they call the “transport part” of the error and the “oscillatory part”
of the error. The main difficulty in the procedure is to construct
high frequency waves which achieve smallness for both error terms
simultaneously.
• Their main idea for controlling the oscillatory part of the error in-
volves the use of a linear space of high frequency, stationary solutions
of the Euler equations called “Beltrami flows.”
The idea that turbulent Euler flows may be constructed from Beltrami
solutions has appeared in the turbulence literature, and was suggested to
De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi by Peter Constantin [DLS13].
In this book, we build upon and rework the convex integration scheme
of De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi in order to achieve the following theorem.
Theorem 0.1. For every δ > 0, there exists a nontrivial weak solution
v(t, x) : R× T3 → R3 (3)
p(t, x) : R× T3 → R (4)
to the Euler equations that belongs to the Ho¨lder class
v ∈ C1/5−δt,x (5)
p ∈ C2(1/5−δ)t,x (6)
such that the support of (v, p) is contained in a compact time interval.
The framework we develop appears robust enough to obtain the regular-
ity of 1/3− δ conjectured by Onsager except for one term where stationary
flows are used in a crucial way. We discuss this difficulty as it arises in
the argument. We propose as a conjecture an “Ideal Case” scenario which
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summarizes what the method would yield if the C0 norm of this term were
suitably well-controlled. This conjecture, if true, could be used to con-
struct energy-dissipative solutions in the Ho¨lder class v ∈ C1/3−δt,x , and in
particular would imply Onsager’s conjecture.
The proof of Theorem (0.1), which builds heavily upon the ideas of De
Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi, also implements the method of convex integration.
The argument to be presented here is based on their approach in [DLS13],
but includes several novel features:
• We use nonlinear phase functions to form the basic building blocks
of the construction. This idea provides a more effective means of
controlling the Transport term in the error. To implement it, we adapt
the method of De Lellis and Sze´kelyhidi for obtaining small solutions
to the relevant elliptic equation based on nonstationary phase, and
we develop a new method for constructing the amplitudes of the basic
building blocks.
• Our construction is organized around a flexible Main Lemma, which
summarizes the overall result of a single iteration of the scheme. This
Lemma has the feature that one controls the time interval support-
ing the solutions and the error, allowing us to obtain solutions with
support in a finite time interval, and also to prove Theorem (0.2) on
the gluing of solutions. This latter result implies nonuniqueness in
the class C
1/5−δ
t,x for the initial value problem with arbitrary smooth
initial data.
• We introduce a sharp, general framework for calculating the regular-
ity achieved by the construction. This framework reduces regularity
computations and bounds for other physical quantities to simple, lin-
ear algebra calculations.
• Our framework for measuring regularity is based on a notion of “fre-
quency and energy levels” used to measure the size of the error, the
approximate solutions, and their derivatives during the iteration pro-
cess. This notion has the important feature that it distinguishes the
bounds for the derivatives of the velocity, the pressure and the er-
ror. The frequency energy levels also keep track of second derivative
bounds which play an important role in some of the estimates and
appear to be necessary for estimating one of the error terms in the
conjectural ideal case scenario.
• We isolate the material derivative ∂t + v · ∇ as a special derivative
in the construction. It appears that unless improved bounds for the
material derivative are taken into account, the highest regularity one
can achieve through this construction is 1/(3 +
√
8)− δ.
To take advantage of the special role of the material derivative, we introduce
several additional ideas into the scheme, for example:
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• We incorporate improved bounds for ∂t + v · ∇ into the notion of
frequency energy levels. In particular, the material derivative obeys
better bounds than do the spatial derivatives or the time derivative.
• We use time averaging along the coarse scale flow of the fluid as a
special form of mollification.
• We introduce a “Transport-Elliptic” equation in order to eliminate
the error in our parametrix for solving the relevant elliptic equation.
• To bound material derivatives, we use estimates coming from the
Euler-Reynolds equation itself and related commutator estimates to
close the argument.
Considerations regarding the symmetries of the Euler equations, including
scaling and Galilean transformations, also play an important role underly-
ing the analysis. In particular, thanks to the ideas listed above, the bounds
for the iteration depend only on relative velocities (i.e., derivatives of the
velocity) but not on absolute velocities (i.e., the C0 norm of the velocity).
As an interesting observation, it turns out that the total kinetic energy∫ |v|2
2 (t, x)dx for the solution obtained by the construction enjoys better
regularity in time than what is proven for the solution itself (it is almost
C1/2 in t for the C
1/5−δ
t,x solutions we construct). In fact, in the conjec-
tural “ideal case” scenario, the construction yields solutions whose energy
functions are “almost automatically” in C1 even though the velocity is only
guaranteed to belong to C
1/3−δ
t,x .
Using the same Main Lemma that is used to prove Theorem (0.1), we
also prove the following theorem regarding the gluing of solutions.
Theorem 0.2. For every smooth solution (v, p) to incompressible Euler on
(−2, 2)× T3, there exists a Ho¨lder continuous solution to Euler (v¯, p¯) that
coincides with (v, p) on (−1, 1) × T3 but is equal to a constant outside of
(−3/2, 3/2)× T3.
Theorem (0.2) above was motivated by related discussions with P. Con-
stantin, Y. Sinai, and T. Buckmaster.
1 The Euler-Reynolds System
We start by discussing some of the underlying philosophy behind the argu-
ment. A related discussion can be found in [DLSa].
Low Frequency Parts and Ensemble Averages of Euler Flows
Consider any solution (v0, p0) to the Euler equations on, say, Rn × R,
which we write in the form{
∂tv
l
0 + ∂j(v
j
0v
l
0) + ∂
lp0 = 0
∂jv
j
0 = 0
(7)
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Here and in the rest of the paper, we use the Einstein summation conven-
tion, according to which we understand that there is a summation over the
j index because it is repeated. Now imagine that v0 could be very singular,
such as one of the wild solutions that we will construct in the main body
of the text, and consider how the “coarse scale” or “low frequency” part of
v0 might be allowed to behave.
One way to describe the coarse scale or low frequency part of the velocity
field v0 is to consider a mollification v = η ∗ v0. The mollifier η in this
argument could be a standard mollifier, so that the value of v at each point
is a weighted average of the velocity in an -neighborhood of the point, or
the mollifier η∗ could operate by projecting to spatial frequencies less than
−1. In either case, the result of the averaging process is to remove the fine
scale oscillations in space at scales |∆x| ≤ , leaving only the coarse scale
part of the velocity field as an average. By mollifying Equation (7), we see
that the coarse scale velocity field v = v and pressure p = η ∗ p0 satisfy
the following system of equations, which are called the Euler-Reynolds
equations. {
∂tv
l + ∂j(v
jvl) + ∂lp = ∂jR
jl
∂jv
j = 0
(8)
The tensor Rjl = vjv
l
 − (vj0vl0) is a symmetric, non-positive (2, 0) tensor
that arises from the failure of the nonlinearity to commute with the aver-
aging. Since v0 ∈ L2, R = R converges strongly to 0 in L1 as  → 0, and
if v is continuous, R converges to 0 in C
0. In general the rate at which
R converges to 0 and the function spaces in which this convergence occurs
depend on the regularity of the solution v0.
Actually, one can see that the average of any family of solutions to
Euler will be a solution of the Euler-Reynolds equations. The most rel-
evant type of averaging to convex integration arises during the operation
of taking weak limits, which can be regarded as an averaging process as
follows using the concept of a Young measure. For example, suppose that
vn is a sequence of solutions to the Euler equations uniformly bounded by
|vn| ≤ M . Consider the sequence of measures µn(t, x, v˜) = dtdxδvn(v˜) on
Rn × R × Rn obtained by pushing forward the Lebesgue measure to the
graph of vn. Along some subsequence, which we also denote by vn, the
sequence of measures µn(t, x, v˜) will obtain a weak limit which takes the
form dtdxdµt,x(v). Measures that arise this way are called “Young mea-
sures” after being introduced by Young to describe the oscillatory behavior
of minimizing sequences in the calculus of variations. The parameterized
family of measures µt,x(v) are probability measures that record the lo-
cal in space-time oscillations of the subsequence vn. The center of mass
v¯(t, x) =
∫
v˜dµt,x(v˜) of the Young measure is the weak limit of the sub-
sequence vn, and obeys the Euler-Reynolds system with Reynolds stress
Rjl(t, x) = v¯j v¯l− ∫ (v˜j v˜l)dµ(v˜). These latter statements follow from a gen-
eral fact about Young measures: that is, for any continuous function g(v)
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defined on {|v| ≤ M} the weak limit of g(vn) along the subsequence vn
exists and is given by the expected value
∫
g(v˜)dµt,x(v). While we do not
use the theory of Young measures in this work, we find that their consid-
eration is useful for visualizing and understanding the intuition behind the
proofs in some of the previous literature and the one given here. We refer
to [BHSM99] for more on the applications of Young measures.
Weak Limits of Euler Flows and the Hierarchy of Frequencies
In some sense, the convex integration procedure reverses the process in
the above paragraph: one begins with a solution v0 to the Euler-Reynolds
system, and obtains a solution to the Euler equations by “reintroducing”
the oscillations responsible for the forces that are exerted on v0 “during”
the weak limiting process. More precisely, the success of our procedure
shows automatically that solutions to the Euler-Reynolds equations can be
approximated in a weak topology by solutions to Euler. Since the method
inherently proves that weak solutions to Euler may fail to be solutions,
calculating what sort of velocity fields can be potentially realized as weak
limits of solutions to Euler is important for finding a candidate space of
subsolutions (or “approximate solutions”) in which one can work while
performing convex integration. However, it is only after the convex inte-
gration procedure is proven successful that we know the correct space has
been found. A priori, one might be afraid that the class of solutions to
the Euler-Reynolds system is too general to be entirely contained in the
space of weak limits of Euler flows, since any incompressible flow vl which
conserves momentum can be regarded as a solution to the Euler-Reynolds
equations after solving ∂jR
jl = ∂tv
l + ∂j(v
jvl). In fact the conservation of
momentum plays a subtle but important role in the construction, which we
discuss further in Section (6.1). We now describe how convex integration
is applied to Euler in more technical detail, but still from a general point
of view.
The naive idea in constructing solutions through convex integration is to
begin with the low frequency part of the solution (which is a smooth solution
to the Euler-Reynolds equations), and then to “add in” the high frequency
part of the solution one frequency shell at a time. This idea is implemented
as follows. We begin with a smooth solution (v, p,R) of the Euler-Reynolds
system (8), which we think of as the low frequency part of the solution
we are trying to construct. We then add corrections to the velocity and
pressure to obtain another (smooth) velocity field v1 = v+ V and pressure
p1 = p+ P , which together obey the Euler-Reynolds system but now with
a new stress tensor Rjl1 that is much smaller than the previous stress R in
an appropriate topology (for the present book, R will be measured in C0).
We iterate this procedure infinitely many times so that the stress tensor
tends to 0 in the limit. In the process, the corrections to the velocity field
become smaller in size in such a way that the sequence of velocity fields
converges strongly in L2 to some limit v¯, which must be a weak solution to
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the Euler equations.
Once the construction is complete and the limiting solution v¯ is known,
we can look back on the process of the construction and see very explicitly
the structure of the frequency levels of the solution. At each stage of the
iteration, the correction V is chosen so that it oscillates rapidly compared to
the velocity field v which came from the previous stage of the construction.
As a result, the correction V we choose at each fixed stage of the iteration
turns out to form a single, high frequency shell of the solution v¯ that is
constructed in the limit, whereas the velocity field v forms a low frequency
projection of the solution v¯. In this way, we have built the solution starting
from the coarse scales and passing to fine scale oscillations, in a fashion
similar to taking  → 0 in the mollification procedure described above.
With this intuition in mind, we expect the tensors R which appear to
behave analogously to the family Rjl = (v
j
v
l
)− (vj0vl0) that arises during
the mollification process. In particular, as we seek solutions with Cα Ho¨lder
regularity, R should converge to 0 uniformly during the iteration at a rate
that is consistent with the commutator estimate of [CET94] on R.
Convex Integration and the h-principle for Weak Limits
The method of convex integration sharply contrasts other methods of
solving PDE, as it usually leads to nonuniqueness results for the equations
as well as to so-called “h-principle” results, which show that weak limits
of solutions to the PDE may contain a large variety of non-solutions. In
our context, this flexibility arises because the choice of the correction V at
each stage permits many arbitrary choices, allowing one to obtain a huge
family of solutions depending on these choices. In particular, our ability
to show that weak limits of Euler flows may fail to be Euler flows comes
ultimately from the freedom to choose an arbitrarily large frequency when
constructing the correction V in the very first stage of the iteration (without
affecting at all the boundedness or regularity of the solution obtained in
the limit). Since every correction to follow will be of even more highly
oscillatory nature, we find that the entire iteration results in a solution v¯
that can be regarded as a perturbation of the velocity field v0 that is taken
in the first stage of the iteration. We conclude that the initial velocity
field v0 is a weak limit of solutions by choosing the initial frequency to be
arbitrarily large.
These considerations explain not only why one must calculate the pos-
sible weak limits of Euler flows before attempting convex integration, but
also why the results we achieve are connected to the h-principle. Namely,
the method applied here always gives an approximation in a weak topology
and cannot succeed unless the space of solutions is sufficiently abundant.
This feature of the method is demonstrated in [Cho13], which contains a
characterization of the H−1 closure of the space of Cαt,x Euler flows for
α < 1/10 in 2 and 3 spatial dimensions.
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General Considerations of the
Scheme
We now highlight the main issues and the general philosophy underlying
the proof of the Main Lemma. A part of this philosophy can also be found
in [DLSa], since it also underlies the proof in [DLS13]. We use this sec-
tion as an opportunity to introduce some heuristics which will be usefully
formalized in the proof.
Suppose that (v, p,R) are a given solution of the Euler-Reynolds system.{
∂tv
l + ∂j(v
jvl) + ∂lp = ∂jR
jl
∂jv
j = 0
(9)
For the purpose of the present discussion, let us imagine that v and p
are smooth functions of size 5, and that R is a smooth, symmetric (2, 0)
tensor field with absolute value smaller than one.
We introduce highly oscillatory corrections V and P to the velocity
field and pressure such that div V = ∂jV
j = 0. The corrected velocity
field v1 = v + V and pressure p1 = p+ P satisfy the system
∂tv
l
1 + ∂j(v
j
1v
l
1) + ∂
lp1 = ∂tV
l + ∂j(v
jV l) + ∂j(V
jvl) + ∂j(V
jV l)
+ ∂lP + ∂jR
jl
∂jv
j
1 = 0.
Our goal is to choose high frequency corrections V and P so that the
forcing term in the equation can be represented as ∂jR
jl
1 for a new Reynolds
stress Rjl1 much smaller than R
jl.2 Let us express the gradient ∂lP as a
divergence ∂j(Pδ
jl), where δjl is the (inverse) Euclidean inner product (or,
if one prefers, the “Kronecker delta” or the “identity matrix”). We then
collect terms as follows:
∂tv
l
1 + ∂j(v
j
1v
l
1) + ∂
lp1 =
[
∂tV
l + ∂j(v
jV l)
]
+
[
∂j(V
jvl)
]
+ ∂j
[
(V jV l) + Pδjl +Rjl
]
∂jv
j
1 = 0
We wish to express each of these terms in the form ∂jQ
jl with Q much
smaller than |R|. Let us first consider the term
Qjl = (V jV l) + Pδjl +Rjl. (10)
2In general the word “smaller” here should refer to some norm that controls the L1t,x
norm, since we expect R to behave like the stress R = (v
j
v
l
) − (vjvl) arising from
mollifying a solution v ∈ L2t,x. In the present book, we will measure R in the norm C0t,x.
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